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№ Party Line Action Current Text Proposed Amendment Explanation/Comment
1 ICV 6 delete .. Catalan society to have the right to decide itself... .. Catalan society to decide itself...
2 ICV 7 add … self-government of Catalan institutions. … self-government of Catalan institutions and establish more and better 

mechanisms for a participatory democracy

3 ICV 14 add ...to calls to find a new arrangement. More recently.. ...to calls to find a new arrangement. A political attitude of Mr. Rajoy 
and its government that we have been rejecting for many years. More 
recently.. 

4 ICV 17-18 replace Unless the situation de-escalates, we could soon be 
facing a dramatic situation.

After a failed Unilateral Declaration of Independence on October 27th, 
the Spanish government took the steps (triggering the  famous 155 
article of the Constitution) to remove the Catalan government and set 
fresh Catalan parliamentary elections for next December, 21st. 
Additionaly, the judiciary system imprisoned in custody pending trial 
some of the political and social leaders of the separatist movement  
with severe accusations. The unilateralist independence process has 
imploded but unless the situation de-escalates, we could soon be 
facing a dramatic situation again. It is widely shared that Catalan 
society cannot longer afford this political tension and there is a 
growing desire for social and democratic normalization.

5 ICV 23-27 delete/
add/rep
lace

The Catalan government should abandon the use 
and threat of the ‘Unilateral Declaration of 
Independence’, and the Spanish government should 
not disproportionally distort Catalan self-
government to avoid the former, removing threats to 
completely suspend the current political autonomy. 

The next Catalan government should abandon the threat of another  
‘Unilateral Declaration of Independence’, and the Spanish government 
should not distort Catalan self-government to avoid the former after 
new elections take place, removing threats to suspend the current 
political autonomy. 

6 FYEG 43-44 replace "We do not accept the results of the so-called 
referendum that took place on 1st October, in 
Catalonia, as valid, given the absence of minimum 
procedural guarantees, as acknowledged by 
international observers, and given that it was not 
recognised as such by most of the Catalan people." 

We do not recognise the civil mobilisation that took place on 1st 
October, in Catalonia, as a referendum, given the absence of minimum 
procedural guarantees, as acknowledged by international observers, 
and given that it was not recognised as such by most of the Catalan 
people".
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7 ICV 43-48 add 
new  
point 4

4. We consider it disproportionate to jail preemptively Catalan 
separatists who are currently on custody pending trial in prison. We 
expect that Spanish judiciary system takes necessary steps to release 
them from provisional detention as soon as possible. 

8 ICV 48 add … and in particular the Unilateral Declaration of 
Independence.

… and in particular the Unilateral Declaration of Independence already 
promoted by the Catalan government and parliament.

9 Scottis
h 
Greens

43-48 delete 
point 4

We do not accept the results of the so-called 
referendum that took place on 1st October, in 
Catalonia, as valid, given the absence of minimum 
procedural guarantees, as acknowledged by 
international observers, and given that it was not 
recognised as such by most of the Catalan people. 
Therefore, it has no basis for legitimate unilateral 
steps towards independence, and in particular the 
Unilateral Declaration of Independence.

10 Scottis
h 
Greens

55-60 delete 
point 6

In our opinion, the political solution requires the 
constitutional acceptance of Spain’s plurinationality, 
a reformed institutional framework that modernises 
the Spanish state, making it compatible with widely 
shared demands of the Catalan people, establishing 
fraternal links between Catalan society and the rest 
of Spain while defusing the hate dynamics, and 
building a more democratic European Union to bury 
old grievances. 

11 ICV 60 add 
new 
point 

8. We support efforts that our partner ICV, and “Catalunya en Comú 
Podem” as its electoral coalition to promote dialogue and a sustainable 
political resolution.


